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Introduction

We consider a metabelian group G obtained by extending an abelian

group H of order pn and type 1,1, • • ■ by means of m operators Uu ■ ■ ■ ,Um

of order p from a Sylow subgroup of its group of isomorphisms. Every opera-

tor of U = {Ui, ■ • • , Um} determines a partition of n and the fact that G

is metabelian is equivalent to the requirement that no operator of U de-

termine a partition of n in which the greatest term is greater than 2.| We

require further that 22 be a maximal invariant abelian subgroup of G; this

implies that no operator, except identity, in U determines a partition of n

with greatest term smaller than 2. Throughout the first four sections we shall

require that every operator of U, except identity, determine the partition

w = 2+2 + l+ • • • +1. Such groups for m = 3 as well as the groups such that

every operator of U, except identity, determines the partition n = 2 +1 + • • •

+ 1 have been classified.% In the case m = 3 we found that there is but one

group satisfying the conditions which we impose here, but the considerations

necessary to show it indicated that extremely interesting results were to be

found for larger values of m.

In §1 we suppose generators of G to satisfy a set of relations of a special

type and are able to show that the problem of the classification of the result-

ing groups is exactly the problem of the classification of polynomials of degree

m in a single variable x with coefficients in the modular field, mod p, under

the group of projective transformations on x with coefficients also in the mod-

ular field. This is applied in §2 to the groups for m = 4, where some obvious

properties of the groups suggest a further analysis of the relation between

polynomial and group. In particular it becomes apparent that the poly-

nomial is in most cases independent of the special form of the generating

relations used in §1 ; also there appears a group which belongs in the class

but has no set of generators satisfying these special relations. In §3 it is

shown that the classification of the groups with central of order pn~2 is equiva-

* Presented to the Society, April 6, 1934; received by the editors March 10, 1934.

t On isomorphisms of abelian groups of type 1, 1, • • • , American Journal of Mathematics, vol.

56 (1934), p. 53.
X On metabelian groups, offered to the American Journal of Mathematics.
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lent to the classification of matrices M+xN, where M and N are »»-rowed

square matrices with elements in the modular field, under "rational" protec-

tive transformations on x and "rational" elementary transformations on M

and N simultaneously. This is extended in §5 to show the equivalence of the

theory of groups with centrals of order p"~k with the theory of matrices

xxMx+ ■ ■ ■ +XiMk under the same set of transformations. In §4 the in-

variant factors of M+xN are used to discover some of the properties of the

groups.

1.  A SPECIAL CASE

Let the generators of H be s%, s2, • • • , j„. Let the generators of G = {H, U ]

satisfy the following relations and no others except such as are consequences

of these:

Ux sxUx = JiJ«, U2 SxU2 = JiJs, t7m_]íi¿7m-i = JiJm+2,

(1)
Ux s2Ux = J2Js, U2 s2U2 = j2j4,  • • -, t7m_iJ2l7m_i = jjJm+i,

„-I      ,,. «1   «l °m

Urn Sx<Jm   —   JlJj J4    ■  •  •  Jm+2,

UmS2Um  =  J2Jm+2.

The central of G is obviously of order pn~2, being generated by j3, j4, • • ■ , J»,

and the commutator subgroup is of order pm, being generated by j3, j4, • • • ,

jm+2. If U contained an operator of type I, i.e. one which determines the

partition « = 2 + 1+ • • • +1, then {ji, j¿¡} would contain an operator JiJ2*

permutable with some operator of U* Any operator of U may be written

V = C/jtif/j*» • • • Um'"n. Transforming JiJ2I by V we have

rr'-l    *TT, z,     Mi,     »N*i / *    A»-i ,   »i 02 %     x     i„
U     SxS2 U    =  JiJ2  (J4J3)    (SsSi)      ■ ■ •  (Jm+2Jm+l) (Js J4    "  •  ' Jm+2Jm+2)      •

The commutator in the above must be identity and we thereby obtain the

following system of congruences linear and homogeneous in the k's,

xkx + axkm m 0,

kx + xk2 + a2km = 0,

k2 + xk¡ + atkm = 0,

^m-J +  Xkm-x + Om-xkm  =  0,

km-x + (x + am)kn m 0.

* Cf. the last reference where the question is considered for m = 3.
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The condition that the system have a solution is that the determinant of the

matrix of coefficients be zero, which is

(2) xm + amxm~l — am-ixm~2 + am_2a;m-s —••• + (— l)m-1eii = 0, mod p.

This condition will not be satisfied by any x if the polynomial in (2) contains

no linear factor in the modular field. Since there exist irreducible congruences

of any degree it follows that ah a^, ■ ■ ■ , am in (1) may be chosen so that U

contains no operator of type I.

A different choice of generators s%, s2, ■ ■ ■ , sn and Ui, U2, ■ ■ ■ , Um in

the group G would be expected to result in a different congruence (2), it being

understood that the new generators satisfy relations similar to (1) in that the

commutator of Ui and s2 is the same as that of Ui-i and Si, i = 2, 3, • ■ ■ , m.

We undertake to show first that if Si and s2 are left unchanged and

U\, U2, ■ • ■ , Um are changed to any set which satisfy a set of relations similar

to (1) then the congruence (2) remains unchanged.

It is evident that, since U is of order pm and the commutator subgroups

arising from transformation of Si and s2 by U are both of order pm, the choice

of Z7i determines all the <7's thereafter. We shall prove our statement by

proving that (2) is unchanged

(a) by replacing Ui by £/i*,

(b) by replacing 27i by U2,

(c) by replacing Ux by the product of U, and £/,- each of which gives the

original congruence (2) when used for Ui.

If we replace Ui by UI = Uik the operators U2, ¿7/, • • • , Um' may be

determined successively and it is obvious that they are UI = US. Conse-

quently the commutator of Uni and si is

«1*  «Í* <>m*

St    Si      • ■ ■ im+2.

This operator expressed in terms of the preceding commutators is

/«■i ">i '»»
St  Si    • • ■ sm+2.

This proves the statement for the case (a).

If wereplace Z7iby <7i =272, wehave <7/=c7,+i, t' = l, 2, • • • ,m — l. The

commutator of C/m_i = Um and Si is

(3) st St  • • • sm+2

and therefore we must have UJ = Ui^Ui" ■ ■ ■ Um"". Then the commutator

of Uni and Ji is

/.. «1  «« «ui-i/   »1  «I "»•  , <hn «lO»i  <"l+«l<"m   0|+Oi"m <h»-l+<hn'
(4) StSf   ■ ■ ■ Sm+2(St Si   ■ ■ ■ Sm+2)       = St      Si ss ■ ■ ■ sm+>
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This may be expressed in terms of the preceding commutators j'<_i = Jí,

iúm+2 and s'm+2 as given by (3). Or, if we evaluate

r»l  /»2 K*m

S3    Si      ■   •   ■  Jm+2

in terms of j3, j4, • • • , Jm+2, we have (4). This proves our statement for (b).

From the above facts it follows that (2) remains unchanged if Ux is re-

placed by U{ = Uiki. Since the commutators are aU permutable among them-

selves it follows that if U i and U',■ are such that each leaves (2) unchanged

when used for Ux in (1), then the product Uí = U' JJ',- used for Ux will deter-

mine a set U2 ,Ui, • ■ • , Un and a set of commutators s» ,si, • • • , s'm+2 such

that the commutator of UJ and Ji will be expressible as

/»l  r"l l<hn

Si   Si     • • ■ Jm+2.

This last relation holds regardless of whether or not the operators

Ui, U2, • • • , U„i are independent, though we are interested only in the

case where they are independent, as otherwise the U"s would not serve with

H to generate G. This restriction is contained in (c). As a result of these con-

siderations we have

(5) The congruence (2) determined by a set of generators Sx, s2, ■ ■ ■ , sn, Ux,

U2, • • ■ , Um of G is independent of the choice of the U's provided they are

chosen from {Ux, U2, • • • , Um\ and the commutators satisfy the relation

u¿isiUt-isrl = ur^Uisr1, i = 2, 3, • • •, m.

We consider next the effect of a new choice of generators of H. An essen-

tial of the relations (1) is that but two of the generators of H are outside the

central of G, and since the congruence (2) depends on the form (1) it is obvi-

ous that a change in generators of H must be a change to a set of which but

two are outside the central of G. If Ji and j2 are left fixed and si, si, • • ■ , si

are chosen from { j3, j4, • • • , j„ } the change amounts to a renaming of opera-

tors in the central and the commutator subgroup and does not affect the rela-

tions connecting operators. It is on these relations that (2) depends. More-

over, a choice

*1    = SlIlV
Í-S

and

n

s2 = j2riv
J-3
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has no effect on (2), since the commutator of Ui and sj is the same as that of

Ui and s,-. Consequently we need consider only the effect of a choice of sí

and s2 from the group {si, s2}. We proceed to prove the following theorem:

(6) If s{ =Si"s2b and s2 =Sics2d where su ■ ■ ■ , Um satisfy (1) and determine

the congruence (2), then sí, s2, s3, • ■ • , Um satisfy a set of relations similar to

(1) and determine a congruence which is obtained from (2) by subjecting x to the

transformation x = (ax'+b)/(cx'+d).

To prove the theorem we need consider only the special cases

(a) si = si°,    si = s2, and x = ax',

(b) s{ = Sis2,  s2  = st, and x = x' + 1,

(c) si = s2,     s2  = si, and x = 1/x'.

It is not necessary to record the details of the computation here, for the opera-

tions are all rational. The two transformations, one on the generators of G

and the other on the variable x, determine in each case the same transforma-

tion on the congruence (2). Any transformation on the generators of {si, s2]

is a product of transformations of the above types; corresponding to it will

be a product of transformations of the three types above on x. The matrices

of the two products will be identical.

It results from the above considerations that the problem of the classifica-

tion of groups whose generators satisfy (1) is exactly the problem of the classi-

fication of congruences (2), which have no roots in the modular field, under

the group of projective transformations on the variable with coefficients in

the modular field.

2. The groups G for m = 4-

The indicated classification of the congruences (2) has been carried out

for m = 3 and j» = 4.* These two cases present striking differences and the

latter points the way to the results to be expected for a general m.

When m = 3 and the left-hand side of (2), which we shall denote hereafter

by/00, contains no linear factor in the modular field, then fix) is irreducible.

This is not always true when m = 4. All irreducible cubics are conjugate under

the linear homogeneous group with coefficients in the modular field, and con-

sequently any two groups G with a given H and m = 3 are simply isomorphic.

It is obvious that not all quartics with no linear factor are conjugate under

that group, and further that not all irreducible quartics are conjugate under

* On cubic congruences, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 39 (1933), pp. 962-

969; and Irreducible quartic congruences, also offered to the same Bulletin.
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it, for a necessary condition for conjugacy is that their absolute invariants

be the same. The identity of the absolute invariants is sufficient for conjugacy

under the general projective group but not for conjugacy under its subgroup

whose coefficients are in the modular field. If a given quartic is irreducible

and a second quartic is conjugate to it under the general projective group but

not under its "rational" subgroup, the second quartic is the product of two

quadratic factors, one of which is irreducible.

When m = 4 there are p+l distinct groups G whose generators satisfy (1).

They correspond to p+l quartics none of which has a linear factor. We are

not interested here in making the count of the polynomials, but rather in

comparing groups corresponding to different types of polynomial and inter-

preting properties of the polynomials in terms of properties of the groups.

Let us denote the polynomial by f(x). Let us consider an f(x) of degree 4

which is the product of two irreducible quadratics. There exists a group G

whose generators satisfy (1) where the a's are the coefficients oif(x). For the

sake of simplicity let us suppose that

/(*) = (x2 - \i)(x2 - X2)

where Xi and X2 are not squares. There is a group G' determined by H and

four ¿7's which satisfy the relations

,_    UxxSxUx = SxSi, U2lSxU2 = JiJ8x>,  UflSxU3 = JiJe, UfhxUi = JiJ6x»,

(7)
Uxxs2Ux = J2J3, U21s2U2 = j2j4,    Ufls2U3 = s2ss, ¿74 ls2Ui = j2j6.

The generators which were selected for G' do not satisfy (1), nevertheless the

condition that {Ux, • • • , £74} contain no operator of type I is readily seen

to be that/(«) have no linear factor. Moreover, it can be shown that if Xi and

X2 are distinct, generators of G' can be chosen which do satisfy (1). Such a

set is obtained by taking U{ = UxU3, in which case the resulting polynomial

isf(x). Therefore the two groups G and G' are simply isomorphic. From rela-

tions (7) it is easy to see that G', and consequently G, contains two subgroups

{H, Ux, U2} and {H, <73, Ut} of order pn+2 each with commutator subgroup

of order p2. Looking at generators of G it is obvious that G, and consequently

G', contains subgroups of order pn+2 with commutator subgroups of order pz.

These facts are dependent on the condition that f(x) is the product of two

distinct irreducible quadratics. If this condition is not satisfied there are two

possibilities : (a) f(x) is irreducible and then G contains no subgroup of order

pn+2 vvith commutator subgroup of order p2; and (b) f(x) is the square of

an irreducible quadratic, and G does not contain two subgroups of order pn+2

with commutator subgroups of order p2 and with commutator subgroups dis-

tinct except for the identity. This last fact may be seen readily by consider-
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ing a set of generators of G' which satisfy (7) where Xi=X2. Such a group

exists and determines the polynomial fix) = ix2—\/)2. Every subgroup

{22, U', U"\ has a commutator subgroup of order p2 or of order p4. G' cannot

then be simply isomorphic with G whose generators satisfy (1) and whose

polynomial is fix).
Granting that there are p+1 conjugate sets of quartics which have no

linear factors, we are able to distinguish p+2 types of group G for m = 4 which

satisfy the conditions of the introduction. Of those there are p+1 which come

under the special case of §1. We are able to separate these p+2 groups into

three types by a consideration of their subgroups. Those with no subgroups

of order pn+2 with commutator subgroup of order p2 correspond to irreducible

quartics. Those with such subgroups but also with subgroups of order pn+2

with commutator subgroup of order p* correspond to reducible quartics. The

one with no subgroup of order pn+2 with commutator subgroup of order p*

corresponds (not in the sense of §1) to the square of a quadratic.

An interesting question is that of the existence of some subgroup or set

of subgroups by means of which we may distinguish among the ip+l)/2

groups whose quartics are irreducible and the ip —1)/2 groups whose quartics

are products of two distinct quadratics. The question looks sufficiently inter-

esting to warrant our posing it in detail for the simple case where p = 7. The

four conjugate sets of irreducible quartics are represented by

(a) a;4 + 4a;2 + 5a: + 2 = 0,

(b) a;4 + 6a:2 + 4a; + 2 = 0,

(c) x4 + 2x + 3 m 0,

(d) x4 + 4x + 4 m 0.

Groups of order 7n+t corresponding to these quartics are generated by opera-

tors satisfying (1) where

UrhiUi = sii»,

UilSiUi = stst,

and st takes the respective forms

(a)   sk = s.lsfs.*,   (b)   sK = sfsSss,    (c)    sk = st4Si*,    (d)    s* = í»'j«4.

All of these groups are identical with respect to the following:

the order is 7B+4;

they are metabelian;

the central is of order 7B_2;

the commutator subgroup is of order 74;
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Gl'H is abelian, of order 7* and type 1,1,1,1;

every subgroup of order 7"+1 has a commutator subgroup of order 72;

no subgroup of order 7n+2 has a commutator subgroup of order 72;

every subgroup of order 7n+3 has a commutator subgroup of order 7*.

It would seem that there is a possibfiity of difference in the numbers of

subgroups of order 7n+2 with commutator subgroups of orders 73 and 74. How-

ever it seems extremely unlikely that such differences could correspond to the

distinction implied by the differences in value of the absolute invariant of the

corresponding quartics, especiaUy since the absolute invariant does not dis^

tinguish between an irreducible and a reducible quartic.

Whüe it is true that two groups which differ in the number of subgroups

having a given property cannot be simply isomorphic, it is not to be assumed

that the converse is true. There is no compelling reason to expect the non-

isomorphism of two groups to be reflected in properties of their subgroups.

Nevertheless, the author is not aware of any prior example where the non-

isomorphism of two groups is not easily deducible from a consideration of

their subgroups. The number of occasions where a number-theoretic argu-

ment is indispensable in the theory of groups is small, although the occasions

themselves are crucial as is evidenced by the amount of the theory that de-

pends on the existence of primitive roots in a Galois field.

3.   TWO GENERAL THEOREMS

The statements of the last section for the case m=4 can aU be established

easily for that special case. The relation between properties of the polynomial

f(x) and properties of the group and the obvious direction in which a generali-

zation of the results should proceed suggest a closer scrutiny oí fix). This

polynomial was obtained as the condition that U contain no operator of type

I but it is obviously more important than that would imply. Also it seemed

to be connected with a certain selection of the generators of U, but the last

section has shown that it appears when the generators do not satisfy the con-

ditions (1).

In this section we shaU generalize the situation in §1 and we shall furnish

incidentally the necessary proofs for the statements of §2. We require now

only that G be metabelian, that the central and commutator subgroups be

of orders pn~2 and pm. We may assume in that case that a set of independent

generators of H is chosen which contains m independent operators of the

commutator subgroup and n — 2 independent operators of the central. We

also stiU require the Z7's to be of order p and permutable. The generalization

consists in not requiring the generators of G to satisfy the relations (1). Under

these conditions an independent set of relations on generators of G is com-
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pletely described by a pair of w-rowed square matrices. We associate one

matrix M with the operator Si and the other matrix A with s2. We let the ¿th

row of each matrix correspond to the generator ¿7,-, and we let the/th column

of each matrix correspond to Sj+t, where S3, st, « • • , sm+i are independent

generators of the commutator subgroup of G. The elements in the ith row

and the /th column of M and A are the exponents of s1+2 in the commutator

of Ui with si and s2 respectively. For example, M and A for relations (1) are

/ 0    1    0

0   0    1

M

• o X
• 0

0   0   0-

ai  a2  at •

A

/ 1 0 0

0 1 0

0   0    1

• • am I

0

0

0

\

V 0    0    0-1   /

In the case where the U's can be separated into sets each set satisfying (1),

of which relations (7) describe the simplest case, the matrix M takes the form

/
Mi

M =
Mi

\

\

Mk    J

where Mi is of the above form and all other elements are zeros. In this case

also A is the identity matrix.

The congruence (2) is immediately recognizable as the condition for the

vanishing of the determinant |M+xA|. The condition that the Í7's be all

of type II is that | M+xN\ have no linear factor in the modular field. The

general case requires no further argument in these respects.

A change of generators of the commutator subgroup amounts to replacing

Si, i = 3, 4, • • ■ , m+2, by

«il    «if

— St' Si
'im

Sm+i,

where C, the matrix of- the Cj,'s, is non-singular. The effect on M and A is to

replace them by MC-1 and AC-1 respectively. Likewise a change in genera-

tors of U is equivalent to replacing Ui by

<*.-i,
Ui = UiU U

<¡im

where D is also non-singular. The effect of this is to replace M and A by DM

and DA respectively. The theory of the groups described in the introduction

is therefore equivalent to the theory of pairs of matrices with elements in a
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modular field.* Applying the theory of pairs of matrices we have the following

theorem :

(8) Two groups satisfying the conditions of the introduction and determined

by M, N and M', N' are simply isomorphic if and only if M+xN and M'+xN'

have invariant factors which are conjugate under some operator of the projective

group of transformations on x with coefficients in the modular field.

We proceed to our second theorem. We consider a group G whose genera-

tors satisfy (1) and determine the congruence fix) =0. We suppose that G

contains a subgroup G'= [H, Vx, • ■ ■ , Vm>] with commutator subgroup of

order pm'. Let the congruence determined by G' he fix) =0. We wish to prove

that/'(s) is a factor of fix). Let xx be a root of fix) =0.] Then by means of a

set of linear homogeneous congruences similar to that preceding (2) xx de-

termines a set of numbers h, h, • ■ ■ , lm> such that VxhV2h ■ • • V£ is per-

mutable with íiía1«. The F's are expressible in terms of the U's and conse-

quently the l's determine a set of nurhbers kx, k2, ■ • • , km such that

Ux^Ui^ ■ ■ ■ Umkm is permutable with SiStf*. Consequently, Xx is a root of

f(x)=0. Hence,

(9) // G determines the congruence f(x) =0, if G contains a subgroup G' of

order pn+m' with commutator subgroup of order pm', and if G' determines the

congruence f (x) =0 where the Sx and s2 used to determine f'(x) are those used to

determine f(x), thenf(x) is a factor off(x).

These two theorems establish and generalize all the unsubstantiated state-

ments of §2. The first determines a canonical form for the generating relations

of G and the second interprets the irreducible factors oif(x) in terms of sub-

groups of G.

4. Classification of the groups G and discussion of properties

It has been shown elsewherej that m cannot be greater than 2n—4, if U

contains an operator of type II and no operator except those of types I and

II. Since here we require every operator of U to be of type II it is obvious

that m is limited by the order of the commutator subgroup. We must have

m^n—2. To find aU the groups for a given m we may first determine all

the conjugate sets of polynomials/(#) of degree m under the "rational" linear

fractional group. There exists at least one group for each conjugate set. If

* For the theory of pairs of matrices, cf. Dickson, Modern Algebraic Theories, 1930, p. 112.

t xi is not in the modular field. We beg to be excused from interpreting sisf, and VV« Fi1» • • • Vl¿.

This, however, does not affect the argument.

X On metabelian groups, loc. cit.
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fix) is irreducible, or if the irreducible factors oifix) are relatively prime, then

there exists but one group for the conjugate set to which fix) belongs, for the

invariant factors of M+xN are fix), 1, 1, • • • . Let us suppose that fix) has

one irreducible factor /iOO which is repeated, so that fix) = [/i(x) Yftix) where

the factors of /¡OO are relatively prime and prime to/i(a;). Then the invariant

factors of M+xN, having the property that each is divisible by all those

which follow it and being such that their product is fix), may be selected in

as many ways as there are partitions of r. The number of such groups is

therefore dir). In general,

(10) If fix) has the distinct irreducible factors /iOO, • • • ,/*0O and they ap-
pear to the powers ri, • • • , rk, then the number of distinct groups G determined

by fix) is equal to the product IIÎ_i0(ri) of the numbers of partitions of the r/s.

Let us consider a group G and its corresponding polynomial fix) where

the irreducible factors of fix) are relatively prime. The invariant factors of

M+xN axe fix), 1, 1, • ■ • . Generators of U and of the commutator sub-

group may be chosen so that the transformed determinant M'+xN' is in

canonical form. If this is done the generators of G satisfy relations (1) where

the ö's are the coefficients oifix). Looking at the present case from another

point of view let us suppose the irreducible factors of fix) to be/i(a;), • • • ,/»(*)

of degrees mi, ■ • • ,mk. Let us consider k sets of U's, Un, • • • , Uimv each set

satisfying relations (1), the resulting commutator subgroups being distinct,

all the ¿7's being permutable, and the a's in (1) for the ¿th set being the coeffi-

cients of fiix). The group generated by H, Un, • • • , Ukmie obviously deter-

mines the congruence fix) =0, and since its irreducible factors are relatively

prime, the invariant factors of M+xN are necessarily fix), 1, 1, • ■ • . This

group is therefore the same as the group described at the beginning of the

paragraph. Consequently, when the irreducible factors of fix) are relatively

prime, G contains a set of k subgroups of orders pn+m<,i = 1, • • • ,k, with com-

mutator subgroups of orders />"•*, and G contains no other subgroup of order

pn+a Tfñth commutator subgroup of order pa except such as are obtained by

combining these. In fact these subgroups are characteristic.

The essential condition on G in order that it be possible to write the two

sets of generating relations made use of above is that the invariant factors

be all unity except one. This may still hold if some or all of the irreducible

factors are repeated. In that case, however, there will exist subgroups of order

pn+a -with commutator subgroups of order p" where a is not one of the m/s,

or a combination of them. Let us suppose that fix) = [fiix) ]r, where /iOO is

irreducible and of degree mi, and let us suppose further that the invariant fac-

tors of M+xN axe fix), 1, 1, • • • . Now let us consider two sets of (r — l)mi
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and »»i U's respectively. Let the first set satisfy relations (1) where the a's

are the coefficients of [fx(x) ]r_1. Let the second set determine with H a group

whose commutator subgroup is of order pmi+1, and let the commutator sub-

group determined by the two sets be of order pm. This can obviously be done

by selecting the commutator of Um and ii from the group generated by the

rmx commutators which precede it and not in either of the groups generated

by the first (r — l)mx or the last mx commutators. Clearly this commutator of

Um and ii can be chosen so that the invariant factors of M+xN a.ref(x), I,

1, • • ■ , since it is simply a question of requiring the canonical form of

M+xN to have certain coefficients and there is so much freedom in the choice

of the commutator. From this it follows that the group G contains at least

one subgroup of order pn+" with commutator subgroup of order p° where

a = kmx and k is any number from 1 to r.

If in the above case we selected the commutator of Um and ii in the group

generated by the preceding mx commutators and selected it so that the con-

gruence determined by H and the set of mx U's was fx (x), we should have the

canonical form for M+xN with invariant factors [fx(x)]r~1,fl(x), 1, 1, ■ • • .

In this case G contains two groups of order pn+mi with commutator subgroups

of order pmi. The two sets of U's which determine these groups give with H

a group of order pn+2mx with commutator subgroup of order p2mi none of

whose subgroups of order pn+mi has a commutator subgroup of order /»m«+1.

The effects on G of an increase in the number of repeated factors of f(x)

or of the invariant factors of M+xN different from unity can be determined

by considerations similar to the above. Rather than pursue this further we

shall give a brief description of the groups Giorm = 6. We omit m = 5 because

in that case f(x) could have no repeated factors.

When m = 6, f(x) may be (1) irreducible, (2) the product of an irreducible

quartic and a quadratic, (3) the product of two irreducible cubics, or (4) the

product of three quadratics.

Case (1). There are as many groups as there are conjugate sets of irreduci-

ble sextics under the "rational" projective group, a number as yet undeter-

mined. None of these groups has a subgroup of order pn+" with commutator

subgroup of order p", a < 6.

Case (2). The quartic may be transformed into one of ip+l)/2 depending

on the value of the absolute invariant. The operator of order 2i,i = l,2, which

transforms the quartic into itself transforms its roots into their ¿>2/ith powers

and consequently transforms every element in the Galois field determined by

it into its p2lith power. The roots of the quadratic are in that GF(pi) and the

quadratic is also transformed into itself. Therefore for each of the (p+l)/2

quartics there are as many groups as there are irreducible quadratics belong-
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ing to the modular field. This number is pip —1)/2. The number of groups

is Pip2 —1)/4. Each of the groups has generators which satisfy relations (1).

Each has subgroups of orders pn+2 and pn+i with commutator subgroups of

orders p2 and p4 respectively, and no other subgroups of order pn+a with com-

mutator subgroup of order p".

Case (3). One of the cubics can be transformed into a given irreducible

cubic and no further specialization may be made. The other cubic may then

be any one of pip2 — l)/3, one of which is the first one. There are therefore

ips—p+3)/3 groups of this kind. All but one have generators which satisfy

relations (1). The odd group contains no subgroups of order pn+3 with com-

mutator subgroup of order p4. One other contains one subgroup of order pn+i

with commutator subgroup of order p3, and all the others contain two.

Case (4). One of the quadratics can be transformed into (a;2—X) and a

second into one of ip+l)/2 quadratics which are taken one from each of the

conjugate sets of quadratics under the group which leaves (a;2—X) fixed. Hav-

ing decided which of the three quadratics are first and second and having

transformed them to the desired form, no other simplification is possible.

Hence, the third quadratic may be any one oipip — l)/2. If the three quad-

ratics are the same, then we may suppose fix) to be (a;2—X)3 and there are

three groups: one, corresponding to the invariant factors fix),l, 1, ■ ■ ■ ,

which contains subgroups of orders pn+2 and pn+4 with commutator subgroups

of orders p3 and p5 respectively; one, corresponding to invariant factors

(a;2—X)2, (a;2—X), 1, 1, ■ ■ • , which contains subgroups of the first type but

none of the second; and one, corresponding to invariant factors (a;2—X),

(a;2—X), (a;2—X), 1, 1, • • • , which contains no subgroups of either type. If

two of the quadratics are the same and the third is distinct from this, we may

transform the repeated one into (a;2—X) and then the third may be any one

of ip — l)/2. For each of these there are two groups, according as one or two

of the invariant factors of M+xN are different from one. The two groups

corresponding to the same fix) are again distinguished by their subgroups of

order pn+2. There are p — 1 of these groups. If the three quadratics are dis-

tinct,/(*) can be reduced to one of ip — i)ip2—p—4)/4 forms, but the reduc-

tion can be made in more than one way since it involved the selection of a

first and a second quadratic. A different selection of the first and second

quadratics may or may not change fix), depending on the relations of the

three quadratics. We shall not make the count of the number of groups, but

shall note that for each such fix) there is but one group, and that each such

group contains three and only three subgroups of order pn+2 with commutator

subgroup of order p2 and that it contains subgroups of orders pn+2 and pn+4

with commutator subgroups of orders p3 and pb respectively.
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5.  A GENERALIZATION

There are two obvious directions in which the results so far obtained may

be generalized. The theory of pairs of matrices as expounded by Dickson

(cf. the reference above) does not require the matrices to be non-singular,

whereas the condition that U contain no operator of type I does require that

M and A7 be non-singular. If U contains an operator of type I we have seen

that M+xN contains a linear factor. Obviously, there exists in that case a

transformation on x which transforms one of the roots oif(x) =0 to zero, and

such a transformation replaces M and A7 by M' and N' where M' is singular.

The new generator j/ is therefore permutable with one of the operators of U.

If f(x) has a linear factor which is repeated, then after the above transfor-

mation more than one of the Z7's wiU be permutable with ii'. If f(x) has two

distinct linear factors, then a transformation on x wiU put one of the roots of

f(x) =0 into zero and another into infinity, in which case both M' and N' will

be singular.* We shall not pursue this question at this time but shall consider

another extension.

Let us remove the restriction that the operators of U be of type II, as-

suming that U contains an operator of type K where the type K is distin-

guished by the fact that the operator determines the partition

« = 2 + 2+ ••• + 2 + 1 + 1+ ■•• + 1

in which there are k 2's. The central of G will then be of order at most pn~k.

On the other hand if the central of G is of order pn~k and U contains no opera-

tor corresponding to a partition of n with a greatest term greater than 2, then

U can contain no operator of type J where/ >k. We shall require further that

the commutator subgroup of G and that U be of order pm. The considerations

of the first paragraph of this section indicate that groups satisfying these re-

strictions are of fundamental importance.

The Í7's are assumed to be permutable as before. Now generators of H

can be selected so that n — k of them are in the central and m of those are in

the commutator subgroup. The relations among generators of G are then

completely described by k matrices Mx, M2, ■ ■ • , M k, one corresponding to

each of the non-invariant generators Sx, s2, ■ ■ ■ , sk, and defined exactly as

M and N in §3. The condition that all the operators of U be of type K is ob-

tained by considering the commutator of Ji^ia** • • • skx* and UxkiU2^ ■ ■ •

■ Umkm- This leads to a system of linear homogeneous congruences in

kx, k2, ■ ■ • ,  km,  the condition for whose solution is \xxMx+x2M2+ ■' ■ ■

* Compare with the classification of groups for m=3, On metabelian groups, loc. cit.
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+a;*A2*| =0, mod p. There will be no operator of a lower type in U if this

polynomial fixi, x2, - • • , xk) contains no linear factor.

Exactly as before we may restrict our attention to changes in fixi, • • • ,xk)

due to changes in the generators which satisfy the following conditions : the

¿7's are selected from the group U; m of the independent generators of H

are in the commutator subgroup; and k of the independent generators of H

are in the group {si, s2, ■ ■ ■ , sk}. The first condition makes certain that the

¿7's are permutable and disregards all transformations that leave the M's

simultaneously invariant; the second is necessary if the M's are to remain

square matrices; and the third is necessary if the number of M's is to remain

unchanged. A selection of new sets of generators of U and the commuta-

tor subgroup subject to these conditions results in the transformation

Ml = CMiD, where C and D are non-singular. This does not change the poly-

nomial fixi, ■ ■ • , Xk), and does not change the invariant factors* of the

matrix X1M1+ - • • +xkMk.

For the effect of changes in the generators of [sx, ■ ■ ■ , sk} let us consider

the transformation

a(l  o,-, «it fin L\
Si:    = Si   S2     ■ ■ ■ Sk (î =  1, 2, • • • , k).

The matrix Ml is obtained by considering the commutators of si with

Ui, ■ ■ ■ , Um and is obviously anMi+ai2M2+ ■ ■ • +aikMk. The operator

Si^s»1* ■ ■ ■ skxt expressed in terms of thes"s is sí*1'si1*' ■ ■ ■ si**', where the

x's are obtained from the a;"s by a linear transformation whose matrix is the

matrix A of exponents a,-,- above. After this transformation we have the matrix

xlMl +xlM2 + • • • +xkM¿ in place of M=XiMx+ ■ ■ ■ +xkMk. If now

instead of carrying out the transformation on the generators we subject the x's

to the transformation just described, thé matrix M becomes, when the terms

in xl are collected,

x{ iaiiMi + ax2M2 + ■ • • + aikMk) + x2 (a2iAf i + «22^2 + • • • + a2kMk)

+ •••+**' iakiMi + ak2M2 + • • • + akkMk)

which is xlMl +XÍMÍ + ■ ■ ■ +xkMk. Therefore,

(11) Two metabelian groups G={H, U) and G'={H, U') in which both

the U's and the U"s are permutable and of order p, and such that generating rela-

tions are defined by sets of matrices Mx, ■ • ■ , Mk and Ml, ■ ■ ■ , Mk respec-

* The term "invariant factor" is used here in a sense which is merely an extension to k matrices

of the definition given by Dickson, loc. cit., p. 104, for two matrices M and JV. It is clear that the

polynomials are homogeneous and are left unchanged when the matrix M=xiMi+ • • • +xiMk

is replaced by CMD.
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lively, are simply isomorphic if and only if the invariant factors of xxMx+x2M2

+ • • ■ +xkMk and xi Mi +xiM2 + • • • +xkMk are conjugate under some

operator of the linear homogeneous group on the variables Xx, ■ ■ ■ ,xk.

We return again briefly to the ideas of the first paragraph of this section.

In the situation we have been considering we have assumed that all the opera-

tors of U were of type K and this implies that each of the Mi's is non-singular

and also tha.tf(xx, • • • , xk) contains no linear factor. Iif(xx, ■ • • , xk) con-

tains a linear factor, then U contains an operator of type J where j<k. It is

obvious that under those circumstances there are several possibilities. If the

operator in question is of type I it would be possible to select the generators

ii*, • • • , s¿ and Ui, ■ ■ ■ , Um so that all but one of the matrices Mi would

be singular. If however the operator were of type (K — 1), generators of G

could not be selected to make more than one of the Mi's singular. Thus the

condition that/(#i, ■ • • , xk) have a single linear factor in the modular field

seems to permit the possibility of many distinct groups. This seems to lead

to a large subject in the theory of forms on which not much is to be found in

the literature. Dickson has considered* the types of forms that can be written

as determinants with linear elements. The classification of these forms in-

volves the theory of modular invariants. The classification of the groups in-

volves considerations beyond the modular invariants since the latter do not

take account of the invariant factors of M.

6. Concluding remark s

In conclusion we wish to point out the relation of our investigations to the

practicaUy impossible problem of the classification of groups of order p". One

important sub-class of these groups, which from some points of view may be

considered as the most elementary, is made up of those groups whose opera-

tors are all of order p, in other words, those groups which are conformai with

the abelian group of type 1, 1, • • • . It is with groups of this class that we

have been concerned. Every such group contains a maximal invariant abelian

subgroup of type 1, 1, • • • . Of these groups the most elementary are the

metabelian groups. Our plan of classification is to determine aU of those such

that U contains at least one operator of type K and no operator of type

greater than K. In the cases where k is 1 or 2 this plan of classification never

allows a given group to appear in more than one class, but for k > 2 it is neces-

sary to look out for repetitions. For example, if k = 3 and m = 2, G contains a

maximal invariant abelian subgroup {Ux, U2, i4, is, • • • , s»} of order pn~x

and the operators St, s2, s3 which now serve as the Z7's are all of type I or

* These Transactions, vol. 22 (1921), p. 167.
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type IL   However those repetitions and all others are avoided by insisting

that m be at least as great as k.

But we are not yet willing to consider all metabelian groups which are

conformai with the abelian group of type 1, 1, •• -, for a restriction which

has been important throughout is that the ¿7's be permutable. It is obvious

that ¿7's can be chosen, in the groups which we have considered, which are not

permutable, for example, U{ =SiUi is not permutable with ¿72. Consequently,

the removal of that restriction will not only increase our difficulties in manag-

ing the groups but will increase greatly the number of repetitions. It appears

quite likely that the best method of procedure when the restriction in ques-

tion is removed is to arrange the groups according to the differences in orders

of the commutator subgroup of G and the commutator subgroup arising from

transformation of H by ¿7. In all the groups we have considered these orders

are equal; the question as to whether or not the converse is true does not seem

to have an obvious answer.

University of Illinois,

Urbana, III.


